Abita Brewing Co.
Purple Haze
Type: Raspberry Wheat Lager
Big Easy
Type: Session IPA
Peach Harvest
Type: Peach Wheat Lager
Turbo Dog
Type: English Brown

Alaskan Brewing
Hopthermia
Coffee Brown
Jalepeno Imperial IPA
Smoker Porter
Smash Galaxy

Alpine Beer Company
Hoppy Birthday
Willy Van
Duet

American Badass Beer
Badass American Lager
Brewer’s Notes: Crisp, clean and balanced light American Lager with a 5% ABV and 11 IBU

Anchor Brewing
Meyer Lemon
Mango Wheat
Christmas
Dry Hop

Anthem Cider
Anthem Hard Cider
Anthem Pear Cider
Anthem Hops
Anthem Cherry Cider

Arbor Brewing Co.
Buzzsaw IPA
Brewer’s Notes: Bright Citrus nose

leads to a clean bitter finish
Euchre Pilsner
Brewer’s Notes: Crips Clean Pilsner with a bitter bite
Violin Monster
Type: Stout
Brewer’s Notes: Delicate spicing lends to the big dark background for a perfect cold weather beer!
Bollywood Blonde
Brewer’s Notes: Coriander and Orange peel add a unique twist on our very drinkable Blonde Ale
Mackinac Island Fudge Stout
Brewer’s Notes: Lighter bodied stout made with Real Mackinac Island Fudge!

Arcadia Brewing Co.
Jaw Jacker
Porter Rico
Shipwreck Porter
Hopmouth

Arclight Brewing Co.
Soursmith Peach
Type: American Fruit Sour
Brewer’s Notes: American sour ale made with peaches
Soursmith Kriek
Type: American Sour with fruit
Brewer’s Notes: Sour Ale with Cherries
Resting Bitch Face
Type: Imperial Kolsch
Brewer’s Notes: Classic Kolsch with higher gravity
BBA Scotch Rudder
Type: Wee Heavy Scotch Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Bourbon Barrel Aged(Elijah Craig) Wee Heavy Scotch Ale

Ballast Point Brewing & Spirits
Sculpin
Type: IPA
Grapefruit Sculpin
Type: IPA
Mango Even Keel
Type: Session IPA
Victory At Sea
Type: Imperial Porter
Barmy
Type: Golden Ale

Barn Brewers Brewery
Pee-can Porter
Brewer’s Notes: 5.5% ABV 23 IBUs
PR Punch
Type: Harvest Ale
Brewer’s Notes: 5.5%avb
C-Clamp
Type: IPA
Brewer’s Notes: 5.5%avb 54 Ibu
Jack O Hammer
Type: Pumpkin Ale
Brewer’s Notes: 6% avb 11ibu

Bells Brewery
Double Brown Ale
Brewer’s Notes: A Double Brown Ale straight from the firkin! Rich malt, milk chocolate notes, Clean, balanced herbal hop bitterness.
Best Brown Ale
Brewer’s Notes: With hints of caramel and cocoa, the malt body has the depth to stand up to cool weather, but does not come across as heavy. This balancing act is aided by the generous use of American hops.
Oatsmobile (bottled)
Type: Pale Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Hop-forward, low ABV Pale Ale brewed with Oats
Oatsmobile (firkin)
Lemon Shandy
Type: Pale Ale
Brewer’s Notes: A “real ale” version of our hop-forward, low ABV pale ale.

Oarsman Ale
Type: Wheat Beer
Brewer’s Notes: Tart, refreshing session wheat

Big Lake Brewing
Rye co IPA
Type: Rye IPA
Brewer’s Notes: Rye IPA with a huge dose of Simcoe Hops. Grapefruit and Rye Spice.

Citra Session
Type: Session Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Session ale brewed with Citra and Amarillo Hops.

Leroy Brown
Type: American Brown Ale
Brewer’s Notes: American Brown Ale with five crystal malts. Toast, chocolate and biscuit.

Darkstar Stout
Type: Breakfast Stout
Brewer’s Notes: A breakfast style stout brewed with Kona and Sumatra coffee aged on cocoa nibs

Blakes Hard Cider Co.
El Chavo
Type: Cider
Brewer’s Notes: Mango Habanero

Wakefire
Type: Cider
Brewer’s Notes: Michigan Cherry & Orange Peel

Flannel Mouth
Type: Cider
Brewer’s Notes: Semi-Sweet

Beard Bender
Black Phillip
Type: Cider
Brewer’s Notes: Blood Orange & Cranberry

Boatyard Brewing Co.
Transom Jack Pumpkin Ale
Type: Pumpkin Dark Cream Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Autumn Cream Ale Made With Pumpkin and Brown Sugar

Lake Effect Double IPA
Brewer’s Notes: BBC’s Amazing Double IPA Dry-Hopped with Citra

Gimme Shelter
Type: Scottish Wee Heavy Ale
Brewer’s Notes: BBC’s Scottish Wee Heavy Ale Made With Peat- Smoked Malt

Halekai Very Pale Ale
Type: American Pale Ale
Brewer’s Notes: BBC’s Patri-Gyle Pale Ale Dry-Hopped with Amarillo

Half-Century Porter
Type: Robust British Porter
Brewer’s Notes: BBC’s Very First Beer and A Favorite of Brian’s and Dan’s

Boulevard Brewing Co.
Tank 7
Type: Farmhouse Ale

The Calling
Type: Double IPA

Tell Tale Tart
Type: Sour Ale

Saison Brett
Type: Sour Saison

Tropical Pale
Type: Citrus Pale

Brewery Vivant
Farm Hand
Type: Farmhouse Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Light body, mildly sweet, slight cloudiness and rustic farmhouse tартness from biere de garde yeast. Nuances in this beer make it great for an entry into the Belgian/French scene, but also a go-to for the most discerning palate.

Big Red Coq
Type: Hoppy Belgo-American Red Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Deep red with rich Caramel malts paired with copious amounts of bold and tropical Citra hops.

Undertake
Type: Belgian Style Dark Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Notes of roasted malt and Belgian yeast. A menagerie on the palate: dark chocolate, coffee-like notes from roasted malts, and a mild character of dark cherries. The lingering finish hints of molasses and roastiness.

Bon Papa
Type: Farmhouse IPA
Brewer’s Notes: Bursting with both rustic farmhouse goodness and citrus hoppiness.

Harvest Breed
Type: Wild Bretta Sour Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Primary fermentation was all brettanomyces, and then a sour culture was introduced. This beer pours a deep golden hue and presents a bit of brett-horseblanket aroma as it warms in your hand.

Notes of earthy lemon grass, citrus, and melon rind also come through on the nose. Smooth and soft on the palate, Harvest Breed has a breadiness to it as the grain bill consists of oats, barley, wheat, and rye. The sour lingers on the palate with additional lemon peel, black tea, and finishes with some lemon pith -- it is quite dry as the sugars were gobbled up greedily in fermentation. Not too over the top, Harvest Breed is a great step into the world of funky

Brite Eyes Brewing Co.
Rooibos Reserve
Type: Tea Infused Amber Ale
Brewer’s Notes: 5.1% ABV Amber Ale infused with Lemon Shiffon Amber Tea

Fearless The Idiot
Type: American IPA
Brewer’s Notes: 6.5% ABV American IPA with big citrus hop aroma and flavor

Southtown Brown
Type: American Brown Ale
Brewer’s Notes: 5.9% Brown Ale with a pleasing Hazelnut finish

Inverser
Type: Double IPA
Brewer’s Notes: 8.2% ABV Double IPA with a big hop profile

Black Phillip
Type: Cider
Brewer’s Notes: Blood Orange & Cranberry

Brooklyn Brewing
Framboise
Bel Air Sour
Sorachi Ace
Oktoberfest
Pumpkin Ale
**Cellar Brewing**
- Michigan Sunshine
- Jon Brown
- Black Magic RyePA
- Glacier Pale
- Lucky Enough

**Central Waters Brewing Co.**
- BBA Scotch Ale
- Headless Heron

**Constantine Brewing Co.**
- Black Galactic
  - Type: Dark IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: Galaxy Hops, otherworldly awesome
- Untamed IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: Nicely Balanced English Style IPA
- Harvest Cherry Wheat
  - Type: Wheat Beer
- DownTown Brown
  - Type: Brown Ale

**Coronado**
- Mermaid Red Ale
- Islander IPA
- Jurata
- Berry the Hatchet

**Cotton Brewing Co.**
- Riverdance Red
  - Type: Irish Red
- Zen
  - Type: Chamomile Pale Ale
  - Brewer’s Notes: Pale Ale brewed with Chamomile Peppermint Tea
- Spice of Life
  - Type: Chai Tea Brown Ale
- Fire in the Field
  - Type: Smoked Wheat Ale
- Charred Heart
  - Type: American Barleywine
  - Brewer’s Notes: A well hopped 13% barleywine

**Crankers Brewery**
- Aphrodisiac Chocolate Pomegranate
  - Type: Imperial Stout
  - Brewer’s Notes: Delicious chocolate flavor with a hint of pomegranate 8.4%
- 2016 Old Siberian
  - Type: Strong Ale
  - Brewer’s Notes: 2016 USBTC Gold medal 8.4%
- Accuser
  - Type: Golden Strong Ale
  - Brewer’s Notes: Dangerously smooth for 9%
- Wandering Wizard
  - Type: Wheat Wine
  - Brewer’s Notes: Coffee, Honey, Wheat Wine 9.7%
- ILL Connect
  - Type: Imperial IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: Insanely aromatic with a rich blend of the most elusive hops on the planet

**Crispin**
- Original
  - Type: Cider
- Honey Crisp
  - Type: Cider
- Bourb. Char.
  - Type: Cider
- Pacific Pear
  - Type: Sour Saison
- Tropical Pale
  - Type: Cider
- Blackberry Pear
  - Type: Cider

**Deschutes**
- Fresh Squeezed IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: A juicy citrus flavor profile. Citra and Mosaic hops
- Sagefight Imperial IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: Citrusy hops go head to head with resinous Sage and Juniper
- Black Butte Porter
  - Brewer’s Notes: Notes of rich chocolate and coffee with a roasted finish
- Jubelale
  - Type: Ale
  - Brewer’s Notes: A robust ale with a warming spice. Cocoa, Toffee, dried fruit

**Detroit Brewing Co.**
- Detroit Dwarf
  - Type: Altbier
  - Brewer’s Notes: ABV 5.3% IBU 35
  - Inspired by the legendary “Nain Rogue”, our signature beer is full in flavor while remaining balanced and crisp. It is our pride and pleasure to provide you with one of the finest Alt Beers brewed in the United States.
- Evo Pils
  - Type: Pilsner Dry Hopped with Mandarina
  - Brewer’s Notes: ABV 5.2% IBU 35
  - Time, technique, hops, malt and yeast are the only ingredients that make a great pilsner, and we put the best of all of them into Evo Pils. The extra step of light dry-hopping with Bavarian Mandarina hops lets this Northern German recipe speak with an original American voice.
- Double Dwarf
  - Type: Doppel Sticke Alt
  - Brewer’s Notes: ABV 9.5% IBU 43
  - Since 2003, Detroit Brewing Company has bottled the spirit of the Nain Rogue in Detroit Dwarf, and now we are doubling down. We amped up the malt bill, and the result is something dark, sweet and mysterious. Like the Legendary Nain Rouge lager before it, this Doppel Sticke Alt won’t back down from your taste buds.

**Dogfish Head**
- 90 Minute
  - Type: Imperial IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: 90 IBU, 9% abv
- 60 Minute
  - Type: IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: 60 IBU, 6% abv
- Punkin’ Ale
  - Type: Pumpkin Ale
  - Brewer’s Notes: 7% abv
- Namaste White
  - Type: Belgian Style Wit
  - Brewer’s Notes: 4.8% abv
- Indian Brown Ale
  - Type: Dark IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: 7.2% abv

**Dragonmead Microbrewery**
- Final Absolution
  - Type: Belgian Trippel
  - Brewer’s Notes: This is the ultimate Belgian style. The very high gravity of this beer is balanced by the smoothness of its finish. Banana and Clove aromas come from the Belgian yeast strain combining with the generous dose of Belgian Candi Sugar. The Saaz hops help to give this beer a balanced bitterness with no noticeable hop aroma. ABV 10%
- Under the Kilt
  - Type: Scottish Wee Heavy
  - Brewer’s Notes: Produced in the style of a Scotch Ale this award winning beer is big on taste and body. Import- ed Scottish Ale Malt is combined with Roasted Barley and Crystal malt to give this beer a unique taste and aroma.
  - ABV 7.5%
- Crown Jewels
  - Type: IPA
  - Brewer’s Notes: Just shy of an Imperial IPA, this dry hopped beer is soon to...
become a favorite for American hop-heads. Moderate to high malt character blends nicely with the combination of Chinook, Centennial and Cascade hops. ABV 7.0%

**Sir Williams**
Type: English ESB
Brewer’s Notes: Another fine example of the English style. This ESB is more robust than the best bitter but still with an excellent balance between hops and malt. Pale Ale Malt along with Aromatic and Crystal malts combine with the Galena and Fuggles hops to create a smooth non-bitter crispness. ABV 5%

**Sin Eater**
Type: Dark Belgian Trippel
Brewer’s Notes: One of the most elusive of the Belgian styles. Dark, sweet and rich with notes of caramel, raisins and dark fruit. This style was consumed by Belgian monks to help them make it through the long cold winters. Not for the faint of heart since this brew goes beyond Final Absolution all the way to removing your sins.
ABV 11.0%

**Draught Horse Brewery**

**Hay Two Hands**
Type: Imperial IPA
Brewer’s Notes: imperial ipa - a high-octane India pale ale with intense hop and malt characteristics.

**Chocolate Peanut Butter**
Type: Stout
Brewer’s Notes: rich, creamy delightful treat!

**Drop the Reins**
Type: Black IPA
Brewer’s Notes: a beautiful blend of roasty, toasty malts with the citrusy bitterness of an authoritative ipa.

**Man’s Best Friend**
Type: Ale
Brewer’s Notes: a sweet golden ale with mild malty characteristics & a creamy finish.

**Black Phillip**
Type: Cider
Brewer’s Notes: Blood Orange & Cranberry

**Epic Brewing Co.**

**Tart n’ Juicy**
Type: Sour IPA
Brewer’s Notes: 4.5% ABV, Citra dry hopped kettle sour.

**Escape to Colorado**
Type: India Pale Ale
Brewer’s Notes: 6.2% ABV Mosiac and Simcoe dry hopped IPA.

**Los Locos**
Type: Mexican Lager with Lime and Sea Salt
Brewer’s Notes: 4.8% ABV corn mash Mexican Lager finished with Lime and Sea Salt

**Brainless on Peaches**
Type: Belgian Golden Ale with Peaches
Brewer’s Notes: 9.8% ABV Belgian Golden Ale barrel aged in Chardonnay Wine Barrels with Peaches

**Big Bad Baptist**
Type: Bourbon Barrel Aged Imperial Stout
Brewer’s Notes: 11.8% ABV Barrel Aged Imperial Stout with coffee and cocoa nibs.

**Final Gravity Brewing Co.**

**The One**
Type: IPA
Brewer’s Notes: West Coast I.P.A. with strong citrus flavor, very well balanced

**Eye-Opener**
Type: Russian Imperial Stout
Brewer’s Notes: Big stout with coffee and chocolate flavor

**Kilt Raiser**
Type: Strong Scotch Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Lots of caramelized sugars with a big malt flavor

**Marshmallow FG Porter**
Type: Robust Porter
Brewer’s Notes: F.G. Porter with the sweet flavor of marshmallow.

**Black Phillip**
Type: Cider
Brewer’s Notes: Blood Orange & Cranberry

**Founders Brewing Co.**

**Breakfast Stout**
Brewer’s Notes: The coffee lover’s consummate beer. Brewed with an abundance of flaked oats, bitter and imported chocolates, and two types of coffee, this stout has an intense fresh-roasted java nose topped with a frothy, cinnamon-colored head that goes forever. 8.3% ABV

**Rubaeus**
Type: Fruit Beer
Brewer’s Notes: Optimizing the flavor of fresh raspberries, Rubaeus

is Founders’ way of celebrating the joys of summer year-round. This stunning berry-red masterpiece is the perfect blend of sweet, tart and refreshing. No question about it, this beer is 100% Founders. 5.7% ABV

**PC Pils**
Type: American Hopped Pilsner
Brewer’s Notes: Pleasantly crisp, perfectly clean and profoundly crushable, PC Pils is our take on the classic Pilsner style. While Noble hops have been the preferred choice of Pilsner brewers around the world, we went with some of our favorite American varieties, Piney Chinook, pleasantly citrus Cascade and punchy Centennial make this an easy-drinker with floral hop characteristics. Pretty cool, if you ask us. 5.5% ABV

**All Day IPA**
Type: Session IPA
Brewer’s Notes: The beer you’ve been waiting for. Keeps your taste satisfied while keeping your senses sharp. An all-day IPA naturally brewed with a complex array of malts, grains and hops. Balanced for optimal aromatics and a clean finish. The perfect reward for an honest day’s work and the ultimate companion to celebrate life’s simple pleasures. 4.7% ABV

**Backwoods Bastard**
Type: Barrel Aged Scotch Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Expect lovely, warm smells of single malt scotch, oaky bourbon barrels, smoke, sweet caramel and roasted malts, a bit of earthy spice and a scintilla of dark fruit. It’s a kick-back sipper made to excite the palate. 11.2% ABV

**Frankenmuth Brewery**

**The Hef**
Type: Hefeweizen
Brewer’s Notes: Traditional German style Wheat beer with subtle notes of Banana and Clove.

**Batch 69 American IPA**
Brewer’s Notes: Brewed with 4-types of hop varietals; Piney, hearty, floral and crisp.

**Big Hoppa**
Type: Double IPA
Brewer’s Notes: Brewed with 5 hop varietals, a well-balanced double IPA coming in at 100 IBU’s.

**Oh My Quad!**
Type: Belgian Quadrupel
Brewer’s Notes: A complex, boldly flavored Belgian style quadrupel ale.
Low hop bitterness and robust malty aroma characterize a smoothly balanced finish.

**Christmas Town Ale**
Type: Spiced Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Starts with a nice fruity aroma while the moderately carbonated body exudes notes of ginger, cinnamon, clove, and nutmeg. Toasted sweet dark malts and American hops balance out this unmistakably Christmas brew!

**Gonzos Bigdogg Brewing**
**Vanilla Porter**
Type: Brown Ale

**Geyser Brown**
Type: Brown Ale

**Burning Sun Red**
Type: Amber Ale

**Magic Trick**
Type: Hefeweizen

**Yummy Hoppy**
Type: Double IPA

**Grand Armory Brewing**
**Crop Duster Citra IPA**
Brewer’s Notes: 100% Citra hopped American IPA

**Nutter Your Business**
Type: Milk Stout

**Peanut Butter Stout**
Type: Milk Stout
Brewer’s Notes: Creamy Peanut Butter Milk Stout

**O’ Razzle Dazzle**
Type: Raspberry Ale

**Double Down Brown**
Type: Imperial Brown Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Strong and Boozy Imperial Brown Ale

**Great Lakes Brewing Co.**

**Christmas Ale**

**Edmund Fitzgerald**
Type: Porter

**Nosferatu**
Type: Imperial Red Ale

**Dortmunder Gold**
Type: German Lager

**Commodore Perry**
Type: IPA

**Green Flash**

**Passion Fruit Kicker**

**Cosmic Ristretto**

**Soul Style IPA**

**Tangerine Soul**

**Greenbush Brewing Co.**

**Star Chicken Shotgun**
Type: IPA

**Brewer’s Notes:**
West coast IPA 6.8% 80IBUs

**Anger**
Type: Black IPA
Brewer’s Notes: 7.6% 79IBUs Chocolate, coffee, with citrus notes

**Brother Benjamin**
Type: Imperial IPA
Brewer’s Notes: 10.1% 114 IBUs Balanced beer with big citrus and honey notes to it

**Traktor**
Type: Blonde ale
Brewer’s Notes: 6.1% 28IBUs Clean with light noble hop herbal notes

**Griffin Claw**

**Norms Raggedy Ass IPA**

**Grind Line**

**El Rojo**

**Mas Turbator**

**Pumpkin**

**Gateway IPA**

**Blue Sky**

**Flight of the Concord**

**Oblivious**

**Gunga Din Cider**

**Gunga Din Original Cider**
Type: Michigan Apple Cider
Brewer’s Notes: 100% Michigan Apple Cider

**Gunga Din Cherry Cider**
Brewer’s Notes: 100% Michigan Cherry Apple Cider

**Cinnamon Gunga Din Cider**
Brewer’s Notes: 100% Michigan Cinnamon Apple Cider

**Honey Grail**

**Boudica’s Uprising**

**Sparkling Honey Mead**
Brewer’s Notes: Honey Grail’s flagship product, Boudica’s Uprising is the premier *sparkling* sweet 100% honey mead on the market. Regarded as first alcoholic beverage in humankind, mead predates beer and wine by 4,000 years. Named after a Celtic warrior queen who led a revolt against Roman invaders, Boudica’s Uprising storms in at 6.9% ABV that appeals to a wide audience. Go on, smite thy thirst!

**Jaden James Brewery & Sierra Rose Cellars**

**Peanut Butter Porter**
Brewer’s Notes: Smooth and easy to drink with a full flavor of Peanut Butter

**Black IPA**
Brewer’s Notes: Roasty with ample hops to quench your thirst.

**Blackberry Hard Cider**
Brewer’s Notes: This Hard Cider is true to the blackberry. Each sip reveals more of its character. The sweetness you taste is from the fresh fruit, not sugar.

**Peach Hard Cider**
Brewer’s Notes: This peach hard cider is true to the fruit. Every sip reveals more of its character. The sweetness you taste is from the fresh fruit, not sugar.

**Raspberry Hard Cider**

**Lagunitas Brewing Co.**

**IPA**
Brewer’s Notes: A well-rounded, highly drinkable IPA. A bit of Caramel Malt barley provides the richness that mellows out the twang of the hops.

**Pils**
Brewer’s Notes: Our only Lager, brewed with loads of imported Saaz hops and a bottom-fermenting yeast strain that leaves it Light and Crisp and Easy to Slam, yet full of real flavor and all the things you yearn for.

**Aunt Sally**
Type: Tart Ale
Brewer’s Notes: We soured the wort on the Hot Side with Lactobacillus for a few days and then brewed up this smooth and hoppy sour. It tastes like a big bowl of fruity candy or some chewable flavored vitamins, but what’s the difference? It’s sweet, tart, and sassy, just like the tasty cherry pie that your favorite aunt makes. For all the Aunt Sally’s out there, You know who you are...

**12th of Never**
Type: Pale Ale
Brewer’s Notes: The 12th of Never Ale is everything we’ve learned about making hop-forward beer expressed in a moderate voice. Pale, cold, slightly alcoholic and bitter. It’s all we know.

**Wilco Tango Foxtrot**
Type: Malty, Robust, Jobless Recovery Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Rich, smooth, dangerous, and chocolatey. It’s a big ol’ hoppy Imperial Brown Ale to help you with your slippery slide on into the heat of the night.
Brewer's Notes: German inspired create a floral pine like aroma that
Brewer's Notes: A 5 hop blend to with a caramel malt flavor.

Oktoberfest
L/a.calttitude 42

Brewer's Notes: Crisp, clean and Smoker Porter

Type: Peach Wheat Lager
Brewer's Notes: Delicate blend of caramel, and roastiness. Middle
Brewer's Notes: A full flavoredness.

Citradelic
Syrup to add a nice subtle sweet-

Train Wreck Amber Ale
Brewer's Notes: Delicate spicing with piney/fruity juniper
Brewer's Notes: Sour Ale with

Type: American Sour with fruit

Shipwreck Porter
Brewer's Notes: Coriander and
Brewer's Notes: Delicate blend of

Brewer's Notes: A "real ale" version

Type: Pale Ale

Type: Oatmeal Creme Pie

Brewer's Notes: ABV 9.5% IBU 43

Abbey
Type: Belgian Dubbel
Ben and Jerry's Chocolate Chip
Cookie Dough
Type: Sweet Golden Ale

New Holland Brewing Co.
Cabin Fever
Type: Brown Ale
Brewer's Notes: Roasty brown ale with a hearty body and smooth nutty finish.

Ichabod
Type: Pumpkin Ale
Brewer's Notes: Malted barley and real pumpkin combine with cinnamon and nutmeg for a delicious fall brew.

Carhartt Woodsman
Type: Oak Aged Pale Ale
Brewer's Notes: Michigan Cascade hops bring brightness to our barrel aged pale ale while malt sweetness and toasted oak provide a smooth, refreshing finish

Dragon's Milk
Type: Bourbon Barrel Aged Stout
Brewer's Notes: Rich, roasty and creamy with heavy notes of vanilla and the familiar warmth from oak barrels.

Newaggo Brewing Co
BBA- RIS
Type: Bourbon Barrel Aged Russian Imperial Stout
Mandarin Gose
Type: German Sour Ale with Fruit
Brewer's Notes: Light, wheat sour ale with Coriander, Pink Salt, and Mandarin Oranges

Woods You Marry Me?
Type: Chocolate Peanut Butter Stout
Juniper Anniversary Saison
Type: Belgian Saison
Brewer's Notes: Light farmhouse ale with piney/fruity juniper

Love Me Two Times
Type: Framboise
Brewer's Notes: Raspberry Belgian Double

North Pier Brewing Co.
Buckrider
Type: Belgian IPA
Brewer's Notes: This hop-forward Belgian/American hybrid is a burnt orange brew with high bitterness. American hops give off huge peach aromas and are backed by the fruity, apricot character of the Belgian yeast. This devilish blend is named after the
Buckriders of Northern Belgium, a gang of ghosts that soar through the sky on the backs of flying goats.

**Conjuror**
Type: Belgian Golden Strong  
Brewer’s Notes: Named after Belgium’s Morgana the Conjuror, the Belgian Golden Strong has a bright golden hue, light body, and low bitterness. Like our mischievous fairy, this beer will deceive your pallet and mask its strength.

**Old Shuck**  
Type: London Porter  
Brewer’s Notes: This deep dark brew is an ode to Old Shuck, the ghostly demon dog that roamed the countryside in 16th century England. Big coffee aromas pair perfectly with a late addition of earthy English hops, making this the perfect roasty ale to drink all year round.

**Wayland’s Forge**  
Type: Farmhouse IPA  
Brewer’s Notes: This ale is named after Wayland the Smith, a legendary blacksmith who forged the great sort of Charlemagne. Our Farmhouse IPA melds together tropical fruit aromas from our American hop blend with the peppery finish of our house Saison Yeast.

**Dark Wit**  
Brewer’s Notes: Belgian wheat beer made with dark malts, ginger, clove, and coriander for a fall-inspired version of this traditional style

---

**Northcoast Brewery**

**Old Rasputin**  
Type: Russian Imperial Stout

**Red Seal**  
Type: Pale Ale

**Pragster**  
Type: Cider  
Brewer’s Notes: Belgian Golden

**Old 38 Stout**

---

**Oddside Ales**

**Citra Pale Ale**  
Brewer’s Notes: Pale Ale that drinks like an IPA is 5.57% ABV. 43 IBU’s

**Bean Flicker**  
Type: Blond Ale  
Brewer’s Notes: light coffee with chocolate and vanilla notes 4.5%ABV, 21 IBU’s

**Mayan Mocha Stout**  
Brewer’s Notes: Dutch chocolate coffee stout with cinnamon, nutmeg, and habaneros 6.5% ABV

---

**One Well Brewing**

**Moral Support**  
Type: Session IPA

**Kzoo Brew**  
Type: IPA  
Brewer’s Notes: Specialty IPA brewed for the beer festival!

**One Well Cider**

**Professor Nutbutter’s**  
Type: Peanut Butter Ale

**Xalapa**  
Type: Jalapeño Blonde

**Paw Paw Brewing Co.**

**Coconut Porter**  
Brewer’s Notes: Amazing Coconut awesomeness

**The Good**  
Type: IPA  
Brewer’s Notes: Apricot

**St. James Amber Mild**  
Type: English Amber  
Brewer’s Notes: Chocolate and roast

**Black River Oatmeal Stout**  
Brewer’s Notes: Elderberry & Vanilla

**Perrin Brewing Co.**

**Perrin Black**  
Type: American Black Ale  
Brewer’s Notes: The Black Ale is low in gravity, clean, crisp, and flavor-filled; giving off a bread-like aroma. This beer proves that deep colors do not signify rich potency. Our Black Ale is deceptively light on the tongue. ABV 5.8% IBU 25

**Blackberry IPA**  
Type: IPA with fruit  
Brewer’s Notes: This seasonal brew combines the tart sweetness of ripened Blackberries along with an aromatic floral bouquet of fresh Michigan bittering hops, sit back with this beer and enjoy the change of the seasons wherever you are. ABV 5% IBU 35

---

**Pigeon Hill Brewing Co.**

**O.C.P.**  
Type: Oatmeal Creme Pie  
Brewer’s Notes: It tastes just like an oatmeal crème pie.

**Walter Gets Buzzed**  
Type: Blonde Ale with Coffee  
Brewer’s Notes: Light flavors of coffee and snickerdoodle make this a great way to get your (coffee) buzz on!

**Shifting Sands IPA**  
Brewer’s Notes: Our India Pale ale catches the eye with its copper to orange color. The hoppy nose is rounded out with notes of citrus and pine. Medium bodied, Shifting Sands is not overwhelmingly bitter, but it does contain a lasting bitterness characteristic of its style.

**Renegade DIPA**  
Type: Double IPA  
Brewer’s Notes: Renegade is deceivingly light in both color and body. This West Coast style DIPA starts with pine and citrus in the nose. These elements then carry into the mouth with added notes of grapefruit and a pleasantly dry finish.
refreshing German style Weiss Bier that appears hazy from the use of Hefeweizen yeast. Aromas of lemon and citrus greet you followed by initial flavors of fresh banana, and clove. The lemongrass comes into play by providing a slightly tart finish to this medium-bodied beer.

Point Brewing
- Session Pale Ale
- Beyond IPA
- Espresso
- Hog Peach
- Hog Pumpkin

Redstone Meadery
- Apple Nectar
  Type: Mead/Cider Blend
- Passion Fruit Nectar
  Type: Mead
- Black Raspberry Nectar
  Type: Mead
- Traditional Mountain Honey Wine
  Type: Mead

Right Brain
- CEO Stout
  Type: Coffee Stout
  Brewer’s Notes: A dark bodied yet sessionable American Style Stout brewed with locally roasted gourmet espresso beans. CEO Stands for Chocolate, Espresso, & Oatmeal.
- Northern Hawk Owl
  Type: Amber Ale
  Brewer’s Notes: A medium bodied Amber Ale with a lovely red hue, malty nose, and packed full with notes of caramel and toffee with a clean finish.
- Cakewalk
  Type: Vanilla Cream Ale
  Brewer’s Notes: An extremely light and easy drinking cream ale brewed with real Madagascar Vanilla Beans. The addition of corn yields a pleasingly creamy mouth feel and subtle sweet finish.
- Naughty Girl Stout
  Type: Mint Stout
  Brewer’s Notes: A deep and chocolate stout with a cooling minty finish. Commonly hailed to as “thin mints in a glass.” Made with locally grown biodynamic Mint.
- Concrete Dinosaur
  Type: Brown Rye IPA
  Brewer’s Notes: Giant notes of Rye accented by subtle citrus undertones. The final flavor experience is very similar to a strongly spiced Pumpernickel bread. 2015 Silver Medal Winner for Best Rye Beer at the Great American Beer Festival.

Roak Brewing Co.
- Live Wire
  Type: IPA
  Brewer’s Notes: “Live Wire is our American IPA. Dry Hopped with towering amounts of Cascade, Centennial and Chinook hops. This beer has a solid backbone of citrus bitterness and a hint of malt sweetness to round out the flavor and finish.
  Alcohol content: 7.5% IBUs: 72”
- Devil Dog
  Type: Oatmeal Stout
  Brewer’s Notes: “Devil Dog is a smooth, velvety and bold Oatmeal Stout. Using Chocolate malts and rolled oats this, beer has the nutty, coffee flavors you want with an unpredictable ABV. This Brew is near and dear to ROAK, as a portion of every drop sold is donated to local VA hospitals in Detroit!
  Alcohol Content: 8.5% IBUs: 45”
- Mean Street
  Type: American Amber Ale
  Brewer’s Notes: “Mean Street is our American Amber Ale. The ultimate harmony between hoppy bitterness and the caramel malt richness you look forward to, While maintaining a drinkable thirst-quenching finish.
  Notes of Citrus and sweetness from Crystal Malts and American Hops makes Mean Street as mean as it is clean.
  Alcohol Content: 5.6% IBUs: 37”
- Powerboat
  Type: Belgian Witbier
  Brewer’s Notes: “Powerboat is a Belgian Witbier. Although our lightest in body, this beer is jam-packed with flavor. Unmalted wheat adds to the alluring breadiness flavor and the cloudy-straw like appearance. By adding real lemon and orange zest and the introduction of coriander, this beer has the perfect balance and freshness for any time of year
  Alcohol Content: 5.0% IBUs: 18”

Roakecadabra

Rochester Mills
- Milkshake Stout
  Type: Sweet Stout
  Brewer’s Notes: A proprietary blend of 7 malts, along with a low hop level creates a deep dark beer featuring rich, sweet roasted flavors. The addition of lactose (milk sugar) adds complexity, body, and a residual sweetness lending a smooth creamy texture to this full-flavored brew. Once a Seasonal offering in the pub, now prominently featured due to popular demand.

Rochester Red
- Type: Irish Red
  Brewer’s Notes: This deep red-colored Irish-Style Ale features a rich, malty flavor profile, medium body and a low level of hop bitterness for a smooth, great tasting, easy to drink beer. This beer also pairs well with many styles of food making it very versatile. A great “gateway” beer for introducing patrons to the craft beer segment.

Pine Knob Pilsner
- Type: Czech Pilsner
  Brewer’s Notes: Introducing our latest release. Pine Knob Pilsner is light golden in color and crystal clear. Locally brewed beer that uses the highest quality ingredients available to deliver the crisp, refreshing, and flavorful taste you expect from a world-class Pilsner-style beer. Hops are prevalent, with a clean bitterness and a floral flavor and aroma. Pine Knob Pilsner is smooth and crisp with a refreshing palate, making this an enjoyable, anytime, go-to brew.

Cornerstone IPA
- Brewer’s Notes: “The people’s IPA! An unfiltered amber-colored Ale packed with hop bitterness, flavor and aroma. Dry hopped with Centennial hops for lots of flavor and a citrusy aromatic finish. Representing a Midwestern American Style IPA possessing a malty backbone making it a popular choice for the next generation of craft beer drinkers.”

Red Velvet
- Type: Winter Seasonal
  Brewer’s Notes: Red Velvet Ale is Rochester Mills’ Winter Seasonal offering for 2016 – A decadently dark ale with the rich velvety chocolate notes reminiscent of the popular dessert.

Cellar Brewing
Round Barn Brewery
Hop Dealer
Type: American IPA
Brewer’s Notes: “An intensely hoppy and salaciously bitter American style IPA designed for those with a real and deep passion for hops. A beer this light and hoppy, you could spend just as much time smelling it as you could drinking it!”
Vanilla Stache
Type: Vanilla Porter
Brewer’s Notes: “Full-bodied, has a very smooth & creamy texture complimented with a pronounced vanilla sweetness and light roasted flavor. Smells sweet, of chocolate and vanilla.”
Oh Rye Goodness
Type: Brown Rye Ale
Brewer’s Notes: “Mild, malty notes with hints of caramel, nuts, and rye. Smooth with slight caramel and malt followed by spicry notes from the rye. The finish is balanced and clean.”
Raisin’ Hell #3
Type: Chocolate Stout Sour
Brewer’s Notes: Our signature Oronoko Cocoa Stout sour-aged in port a port wine barrel.
Separate Quarters #6
Type: Wild Sour Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Wild sour ale aged in white wine barrels for 1 year, then in port wine barrels for 6 months.
Ruperts Brew House
Blacker The Berry Sour
Type: Sour Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Kettle Sour on Blackberries
Double highPA
Type: Double IPA
Brewer’s Notes: Tropical floral hops
Pealut Butter Porter
Type: Porter with Peanut Butter
2Wice Licked Kitty
Type: Pale Ale w apricot, sweet orange peel and corriander
Saugatuck Brewing
Third Bear
Backyard IPA
Daze on Saison
Starburst Wheat
Oval Beach Blonde
Blueberry Maple
Neapolitan
Snow Wizard
Pumpkin Chai
Serrano Pepper
Schmohz Brewing
Hopknocker
Type: Imperial IPA
Brewer’s Notes: OG 1098/136 IBU/10% ABV An Imperial IPA to satisfy the deep craving for hops, and please the Big Beer Boys at the same time. If this one does not put you in your place . . . you’re scary!
Bone Crusher
Type: Stout
Brewer’s Notes: "OG 1071/46 IBU/6.4% ABV. Bone Crusher is robustly presented aggressive ale, built with 5 specialty malts and justly hopped to build a huge American stout, featuring smooth roasted-chocolate flavor and a big black malt finish. Two different hops secreively give a contrasting balance to the structured malts.”
Mad Tom’s
Type: Robust Porter
Brewer’s Notes: "OG 1050/30 IBU/4.8% ABV. Deep and dark, malty with chocolate undertones, blended to a mildly biting roasstiness. Smooth and warming, with a nice medium mouth feel.”
Treasure Chest
Type: ESB
Brewer’s Notes: "OG 1056/35 IBU/5.3% ABV. Extra Special Bitter is one of the most treasured styles of the English Ale heritage. The ESB Style is less bitter than a Pale Ale or India Pale Ale, and has a very mild yet delicate aftertaste. Schmohz Treasure Chest ESB has a mesmerizing crystal red hue that will guide you into a delicate balance of malts caressed by floral hops. Treasure Chest’s gentle hop bite will meld well with spicy and aromatic foods and cheeses.”
Gingerbread Brown
Type: Spiced Ale
Brewer’s Notes: “OG 1052 / 30 IBU / 5.2% ABV. Just in time for the holidays, a wonderful brown ale spiced with ginger, cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg. Just like Christmas at Grandma’s.”
Shiner Brewing
Hoppy Pils
Oktoberfest
Strawberry Blonde
White Wing
Holiday Cheer
Shotts Brewing Company
Huma Lupa Licious
Type: IPA
The Soft Parade
Type: Fruit Rye Ale
Local’s Light
Type: American Light Lager
Double Magic
Type: Double London Red Ale
Phuzz (Starcut Cider)
Type: Peach Cider
Silver Harbor Brewing
Kumbaya Brown
Type: American Brown Ale
Brewer’s Notes: Brown Ale made with Vanilla Beans 5.4%
One More Week
Type: Imperial IPA
Brewer’s Notes: Full bodied IPA with five different hop varieties 8.6%
Once You Go Belgian
Type: Belgian Golden Strong
Brewer’s Notes: Belgian golden strong brewed with peppercorn and star anise, with mangoes added 8.0%
Bourbon Barrel Aged Bride Ordered Male
Type: Bourbon Barrel Aged Russian Imperial Stout
Brewer’s Notes: Russian Imperial stout with notes of dark chocolate and cherries aged in bourbon barrels 11.1%
Sister Lakes Brewing Company
Dewey Lake Monster
Type: Double IPA
Magician’s Magic Milk
Type: Chocolate Milk Stout
Brewer’s Notes: A sweet stout brewed with chocolate malt and lactose sugar, finished with cacao nibs during secondary fermentation.
Support Your Local Farmhouse Ale
Type: Saison
Brewer’s Notes: Our take on the traditional farmhouse ale originating from the Wallonia region of Belgium. This Belgium yeast-forward beer finishes dry and refreshing
Radler using an unfiltered wheat ale character.

Brewer’s Notes: Low hop bitterness

L/a.caltt altitude 42

Anthem Hops balanced light American Lager with Willy Van

Type: Peach Wheat Lager

Peach Harvest

Citradelic between a sweet stout and a dry Brewer’s Notes: Full bodied American Sour with fruit

Brewer’s Notes: Coriander and

Blackberry Ale.

Brewer’s Notes: English style Stout

Milk Stout

Type: American Sour with fruit

Soursmith Peach

Brewer’s Notes: Raspberry Belgian

Type: Framboise

Fearless The Idiot

Brewer’s Notes: 5.5% ABV 23 IBUs

Grapefruit Sculpin

Double IPA Dry-Hopped with Citra

El Chavo

Brewer’s Notes: American Brown
dose of Simcoe Hops. Grapefruit

made with dark malts, ginger, clove,

American hop blend with the pep-
fairy, this beer will deceive your

4.5%ABV. 21 IBU’s

Bean Flicker

Oddside Ales

Room for a new craft beer category: Motorboatin’ Wheat

Brewer’s Notes: Light flavors of coffee

Barleywine

Berry the Hatchet

grown biodynamic Mint.

Type: Pale Ale

Double IPA

Type: Mead

Passion Fruit Nectar

Espresso

Type: Pilsner Dry Hopped with

States.

Inspired by the legendary “Nain

Brewer’s Notes: ABV 5.3% IBU 35

Type: Altbier

Detroit/Brewery Viv/a.calt/n.calt Co.

Type: Citrus Pale

Type: Sour Ale

Type: Sour Saison

The Distant Whistle Brewhouse

Paramount

Type: IPA

Brewer’s Notes: Flagship IPA with bright citrus and grapefruit.

Backpackers Blonde

Type: Coffee Blonde Ale

Brewer’s Notes: American Blonde

Ale infused with Kalamazoo Coffee Co. Backpackers Blend. Blonde in color with big coffee flavor and aroma.

Bilbo Brown Baggins

Type: American Brown Ale

Brewer’s Notes: Bitter sweet chocolate followed by a smooth coffee finish.

Thirsty Dog